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Welcome to BEST STEPS...

How to use the BEST STEPS GCSE resource:
BEST STEPS (Student Transitions to Enable Progress in Science) GCSE consists of a set of teaching progressions for biology, chemistry and physics. These use 
diagnostic questions from the Best Evidence Science Teaching (BEST) Project and GCSE examination questions to check student understanding of some key 
scientific concepts.
BEST STEPS GCSE facilitates an individualised approach by using formative assessment to identify the educational needs of students. This enables support to be 
provided to some students to address gaps in their understanding. Extension material may be offered to those students identified as having secure understanding, to 
ensure that they are not held back. Appropriate extension material could involve the application of understanding of a key concept to an unfamiliar context. 
All GCSE subject content in this resource has been taken from the Department for Education subject guidelines (upon which all specifications in England are 
based), meaning that this resource is suitable for all GCSE specifications. The topics selected are studied by all students regardless of tier and are required for both 
combined science and triple science specifications. However, the science concepts developed are universal, so the resource can also be used to support students 
studying for equivalent qualifications in other countries.
Introducing the Best Evidence Science Teaching (BEST) resources:
Best Evidence Science Teaching (BEST) is a collection of free research evidence-informed resources for effective teaching of difficult ideas, embedded formative 
assessment and adaptive lesson planning. It is initially focused on science at ages 11-14, although new materials are now being written to extend BEST to support 
students aged 11-16.
Research evidence-informed progression toolkits for key concepts in science are available free to download from the BEST website.
Each progression toolkit includes:
• appropriately-sequenced learning steps;
• diagnostic questions that provide evidence of learning and of common misunderstandings; and
• response activities that promote purposeful practical work, metacognition and conceptual progression.
If you are unfamiliar with the BEST resources, a short introduction may be downloaded from the BEST website here. You may also find it helpful to watch an 
introductory webinar on the project - “Introduction to Best Evidence Science Teaching (BEST)” - which can be found in the “Secondary (11-19) science education” 
section here on the ASE website.

https://www.stem.org.uk/best-evidence-science-teaching
https://www.stem.org.uk/sites/default/files/pages/downloads/BEST_introduction_article.pdf
https://www.ase.org.uk/news/ase-coronavirus-resources-free-covid-19-science-education-support-webinar-series


Welcome to BEST STEPS...
Guidance on each key concept, research summaries, more diagnostic questions and accompanying response activities may be downloaded from: 
https://www.stem.org.uk/best-evidence-science-teaching 

How to use the BEST STEPS GCSE resource:
The eight topics may be used in any order so use the topics in the order that works best for your students. The resource provides a sequence of three questions for 
each topic, which together develop conceptual understanding of a key concept. Give your students the introductory question to start with. If students are successful, 
give them the next question. If students have not grasped the introductory level idea, provide additional material or teaching that will develop their understanding, 
before continuing to the next question in the progression. Use the final GCSE question to check that your students can apply their conceptual understanding at GCSE 
level. 

How to navigate the Best Evidence Science Teaching (BEST) resources
For your convenience, the BEST diagnostic questions used in these progressions are hyperlinked from each topic page - just click on the question image.
The BEST resources are categorised into “big ideas”, with the “big ideas” in biology being:
• The cellular basis of life (BCL)
• Heredity and life cycles (BHL)
• Organisms and their environments (BOE)
• Variation, adaptation and evolution (BVE)
• Health and disease (BHD)
Use the three letter codes to help you navigate the full set of resources on the BEST website. Here you will find response activities for each diagnostic question used 
in used in BEST STEPS GCSE 11-14 subject maps and much more.

Using the GCSE questions
Clicking on the image of each GCSE question will bring up a word version of the question, guidance on how this can help to identify gaps in your students’ 
understanding and the official mark scheme.
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Provision of cell requirements
Guidance on each key concept, research summaries, more diagnostic questions and accompanying response activities may be downloaded from: 
https://www.stem.org.uk/best-evidence-science-teaching 

Introducing... Consolidating...Consolidating... Securing...

The cells of multicellular organisms are 
organised into tissues, organs
and organ systems that work together 
to keep the cells alive.

Human life depends upon the tissues 
and organs of the circulatory, digestive 
and gas exchange systems working 
together to support the life processes of 
the cells from which we are made.

The human circulatory system is 
composed of the heart and blood 
vessels along with the gaseous 
exchange system. It enables cells to be 
provided with the substances required.

BEST Key concept BCL2.1:
Working together

BEST Key concept BCL2.2:
Supplying cells: the human circulatory, 
digestive and gas exchange system

GCSE Subject content:
Human circulatory system

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VM-jjNYDeFfa6ZH9_wZzsC252I9g755e/view?usp=sharing
https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcROeuBnPJMhuTJIsw?e=4RscjN
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V3ZKPO2ucXtccTMGiluUe_SF6rZnYPcI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Tn3BbJTlvBCv--Pn0DoV0lpKJf9r_Kgy/view?usp=sharing


Movement across membranes
Guidance on each key concept, research summaries, more diagnostic questions and accompanying response activities may be downloaded from: 
https://www.stem.org.uk/best-evidence-science-teaching 

Introducing... Consolidating...Consolidating... Securing...

Organisms are made up of one or more 
cells, which have common structures 
that carry out life processes.

Molecules move through the cell 
cytoplasm by diffusion, and some 
molecules can enter and leave a cell by 
diffusing through the cell membrane.

Substances are transported into and out 
of cells through diffusion, osmosis and 
active transport.

BEST Key concept BCL1.2:
Cells and cell structure

BEST Key concept BCL 1.4: 
Diffusion and the cell membrane

GCSE Subject content:
Movement across membranes

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1laDdgy15FqDsVlPxL6xt5oTNJVKdwrjZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18qniR4mIStzc664IZRCdJBoFuMbcQfvJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ScyVAhiceKc1MxhexccvmkmRWNDXHCBb/view?usp=sharing


Interdependence and population 
Guidance on each key concept, research summaries, more diagnostic questions and accompanying response activities may be downloaded from: 
https://www.stem.org.uk/best-evidence-science-teaching 

Introducing... Consolidating...Consolidating... Securing...

Feeding relationships within a 
community of organisms can be 
modelled using food chain and food web 
diagrams.

The environmental conditions in 
different ecosystems, and in different 
parts of an ecosystem, affect and are 
affected by the organisms that live 
there.

Interdependence and competition are 
important in a community.

BEST Key concept BOE1.1:
Food chains and food webs

BEST Key concept BOE2.1:
Ecosystem components and dynamics

GCSE subject content:
Levels of organisation within an ecosystem

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qKBINKyz103x6qJhKRk4GIe6ynSy2RVq/view?usp=sharing
https://1drv.ms/w/s!AisTJfy9CM9UgcYa3ZwQTGrOvcM9Jw?e=GhkMPD
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FOv20WWPPKmpbVxeJBIvj4uQ2JjWP4x1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qn7q5DROTB0vCrXwfYyOrFk5CObAySv0/view?usp=sharing


Role of microorganisms in decomposition
Guidance on each key concept, research summaries, more diagnostic questions and accompanying response activities may be downloaded from: 
https://www.stem.org.uk/best-evidence-science-teaching 

Introducing... Consolidating...Consolidating... Securing...

The environmental conditions in different 
ecosystems, and in different parts of an 
ecosystem, affect and are affected by the 
organisms that live there.

The environmental conditions in 
different ecosystems, and in different 
parts of an ecosystem, affect and are 
affected by the organisms that live 
there.

Microorganisms play a large role in 
the cycling of materials through an 
ecosystem.

BEST Key concept BOE2.1:
Ecosystem components and dynamics

BEST Key concept BOE2.1:
Ecosystem components and dynamics

GCSE Subject content:
The principle of material cycling

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hHANGGfY8HRXZtF4FsV6on_UQxk_RBJb/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jYFAAer7Kh49UGBGYaAp6sTSAhHSZ8cG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1beQLrV3ZNToC9M8M_FJZa2SoIkL0UJVm/view?usp=sharing


Mitosis
Guidance on each key concept, research summaries, more diagnostic questions and accompanying response activities may be downloaded from: 
https://www.stem.org.uk/best-evidence-science-teaching 

Introducing... Consolidating...Consolidating... Securing...

Plants and animals go through a 
series of changes during their lifetime, 
including stages of growth, development 
and reproduction to make new plants 
and animals; together these stages can 
be described as a life cycle.

The process of growth takes place in 
all living multicellular organisms when 
existing cells divide to make new cells.

Growth occurs as a result of mitosis, 
which is a part of the cell cycle. 

BEST Key concept BHL 2.2: 
Life cycles

BEST Key concept BHL2.1: 
Growth

GCSE Subject content:
Growth and development of cells

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Sgbx0Erx5ZW8VWoDfHoxalZFgWnrHV_z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14qqPZPr_IbaX4GUYdhqOWRDtrJqfTOXQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wjzv9PXk2Vuz1YiP_Mpf8VPHJQdgUbsH/view?usp=sharing


Antibodies
Guidance on each key concept, research summaries, more diagnostic questions and accompanying response activities may be downloaded from: 
https://www.stem.org.uk/best-evidence-science-teaching 

Introducing... Consolidating...Consolidating... Securing...

The good health of organisms can 
be compromised by infectious and 
non-infectious diseases, which can be 
caused by germs, lifestyle, environment, 
or information in the genome.

The health of humans, other animals 
and plants can be affected by infection 
with pathogens, including viruses and 
some bacteria and fungi.

The immune system of the human body 
has an important role in defence against 
disease.

BEST Key concept BHD1.2: 
Disease

BEST Key concept BHD3.1:
Pathogens

GCSE Subject content:
Communicable diseases

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hw0i9489xFInRPuTDCgUfzN2Nm6HyW06/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16QeTQ9DxhTD6WYFLmeylNpPEDv2FVIBd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_5XxMC4dFB53VCHRXalXNGR6zHr625dk/view?usp=sharing


Factors affecting phenotype
Guidance on each key concept, research summaries, more diagnostic questions and accompanying response activities may be downloaded from: 
https://www.stem.org.uk/best-evidence-science-teaching 

Introducing... Consolidating...Consolidating... Securing...

Similarities and differences between 
family members can be explained by the 
passing of genetic information from one 
generation to the next and the effects of 
the interaction of organisms with their 
environment.

The structure and function of organisms 
depend on proteins made by cells using 
instructions stored in the DNA of the 
genome.

The genome and its interaction with the 
environment influence the phenotype of 
an organism.

BEST Key concept BHL 1.1:
Hereditary and genetic information

BEST Key concept BHL 1.2:
The structure and function of the genome

GCSE Subject content:
The genome and gene expression

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12Ex6SESXfG-Jdyt-t2yjoRZrso7ZKwWD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UOjViI7oga1FgfLTUaojvP4aNDL7qtZz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OSUNl-riGscJDM_C5TDlMNcjVC3cG21L/view?usp=sharing


Natural selection
Guidance on each key concept, research summaries, more diagnostic questions and accompanying response activities may be downloaded from: 
https://www.stem.org.uk/best-evidence-science-teaching 

Introducing... Consolidating...Consolidating... Securing...

There is variation between individuals 
of the same species, caused by 
differences in the genomes, lifestyles 
and environments of the individuals.

The characteristics of a species 
can change over generations as 
advantageous adaptations become 
more common; this is evolution, and 
can be explained by a process of natural 
selection.

Evolution is the change in inherited 
characteristics of a population over time 
through a process of natural selection (this 
process may result in the formation of a new 
species).

BEST Key concept BVE1.1: 
Differences within species

BEST Key concept BVE3.1:
Adaptation and evolution

GCSE Subject content:
Variation and evolution

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vBcfcyQPPkHRPNm37PiuSiwwnptKAqiP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Mfyj7ckieaF38mpIlZV9hsHAFXj9a96D/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iJdxp1pbEwtZd-i2JtPCTapc-5wDVsfO/view?usp=sharing


NEXT STEPS....
We are hoping that you find these progressions useful, but there may be concepts that have not been covered in this resource that you would like to create. This step by 
step guide will help you develop your own teaching progressions...www.ase.org.uk

Although the publisher has made every effort to obtain permissions for any third party material in these resources, we ask that anyone with concerns should contact info@ase.org.uk

http://www.ase.org.uk

